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The mechanics of fear and faith are quite similar, and to discuss them fully we must first

revisit our discussion of thought. As we have said previously, thought is not an illusive,

nonexistent element of your mind; it is as real an act as any physical motion, and that is

precisely why we have said that thought is action. Thought is energy in motion.

It becomes increasingly important, therefore, to understand that your thoughts are not

random occurrences. They are not out of control elements sent to you from an outside

source. Indeed your thoughts are the one greatest area of control you have. You have

control over your thoughts and also control over your acts, which is what thoughts actu-

ally are.

Thoughts originate from a combination of factors. First and foremost, thoughts originate

from core beliefs. Core beliefs are exemplified by a need to function according to your

inner precepts. That is to say, you are what you believe you are. Now these core beliefs

are a linking in thought of two principal areas. First, they are the meeting place of ideas,

concepts and beliefs derived from direct physical experience. Second, they are the tem-

pered information you are drawing from your higher self. This second, however,

requires some explanation.

Once again, we return to the concept that there is no good, bad, right or wrong. All is

equal in the eyes of your higher self. Therefore, as we have said, your experiences in the

physical realm are never judged by your higher self, although your ego quite readily

judges you and all that is around you on a regular basis.

Here we are entering a territory where much confusion is possible because of the cur-

rent notions concerning what is in fact conscious and what is termed unconscious. In the
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truest sense, there is no conscious, unconscious or super-conscious. In actuality, it is all

one source. What separates each, however, is your perspective. You “see” what you

choose to see or, rather, what your ego, in conjunction with your higher self in the par-

ticular lifetime, longs for you to see. This becomes the manner in which your reality  is

built.

Everything already exists. All health, happiness, goodness, peace and harmony already

exist in their fullest state. From your perspective, however, you, as your ego in con-

junction with your higher-self and based on the current lifetime’s lessons, edit the real-

ity -- the Allness -- down to suit your present moment. Therefore, if you are unhealthy,

you are editing from the available health. If you are financially unsuccessful, you have edit-

ed down from abundance. This is in keeping with your life lessons, for each situation is

the lack of its opposite pole. Thus, hate is the lack of love, and, similarly, love is a lack

of hate. The symbolism of yin and yang is precisely accurate in its demonstration of how

lessons evolve into their opposites and back again. So your reality’s perspective is built

around your edit of the elements in your life.

A feeling of fear around that which is a life issue creates a lack of whatever the positive

pole of that issue is. Thus fear of money creates a lack of it. Fear of loving creates a lack

of love. Similarly, the inverse is true. Faith in money, or its ability to find you, creates

money. Faith in loving creates love and so on. What we are uncovering for you here is

a pattern that we must place back into the patterns that make up the way you think.

Because thought is the expression of your core beliefs and core beliefs are your take on

how your reality needs to be edited by you. It is an unfortunate fact in your realm, how-

ever, that most of the time you edit down instead of editing up. What you are doing in

the sense of thought actions when you do this is looking toward fear rather than look-

ing toward faith. In the same way, what you are expressing in thought is fear rather than

faith, and as we have just demonstrated, fear creates what is feared just as readily as faith

creates what is believed. Both are created out of your belief. However fear creates a
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lack of that which, in the physical realm, you would most probably consider positive,

although here again we must caution against such judgments as being irrelevant to the

universe and to your growth.

Now we move to the next stage. If your core beliefs are a unification of direct physical

experience (your edit of the world), patterns and certain messages from your higher self,

how do you realign your core beliefs?

The answer to this and countless other questions is yes, you guessed it -- faith. But what

is faith truly, if faith is what we need to obtain in order to realign our fears? Well before

we can explore that elusive element faith, let us first digress to a discussion concerning

exactly what fear is. We have touched briefly on the fact that fear is a biological emotion

intended to propel the physical being into safety. The nature of physical reality makes this

a necessity, because the time lag between thought and physicality (making manifest the

reality of the thought) can be relatively substantial. In order to compensate for this, the

biological structure of each individual was invested with what we call the ego. The ego’s

motto is “Protect at all costs.”

There has been much confusion concerning the term “ego,” for most of your psychoan-

alysts would disagree with any concept that suggest that your ego is not directly linked,

related to or even somehow is, your higher self. And in truth, your ego does have a cer-

tain amount of free will in determining your “reactions.” But your higher self has the

upper hand when it comes to determining your “actions.” The ego that we are describ-

ing here is not to be found in the context in which your modern society may place it.

For our purposes, we will consider it your principal defensive mechanism or, to use an

analogy if you will, the chief Head of Homeland Security for you during the lifetime.

As head of security, then, your ego is monitoring all danger signs, both real and per-

ceived, that enter your physical reality. And in some cases, when the division is blurred
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or the ego is overpowering, your ego begins monitoring danger signals even in other

landscapes, such as your dreamscape and the astral reality. When this happens, difficul-

ties arise in the physical plane, as the ego is pulling in danger signals from non-physical

threats or from threats that are not truly harmful to the biological being. Because the

ego is invested in protecting the biological self, havoc can ensue. This is commonly

known as paranoia.

Of course the intention is good, and the ego is allotted certain autonomy in your reali-

ty and is, without a doubt, your closest and most conscientious advisor where it con-

cerns physical events. When the driver in the car in front of you slams on the brakes,

you react in turn. Your “reaction” is in direct response to fear, fear that is posted by

your ego to preserve your physical well being. For a variety of possible reasons: in a car

crash you may be hurt, someone else may be hurt, your vehicle may be damaged and so

forth. Much the same happens on a dark street when someone is following you. These

are instinctive reactions. These situations in physical reality (avoiding for the moment any

conversation concerning the fact that ultimately you are working on a higher level in con-

junction with the car in front of you and with the individual following you down the dark,

lonely street) are examples of exactly the kinds of things for which the ego was truly and

originally vested to serve you. The ego, you see, is in many ways the part of you that is

derived from a learned-response mechanism, a mechanism conditioned through contact

with the environment, through childhood experiences and so forth. (The fact that you

have selected your environments is a conversation reserved for the higher self.) Thus we

have a first order of fear, which we will call biological fear. This level of fear is instinctu-

al, and it is concerned principally with survival.

At a second level, we have universal fear, that which is feared by the mass of humanity

and is therefore linked to mass consciousness. We have said many times that mass con-

sciousness, in and of itself, can create reality. Mass consciousness also indicates the emo-

tions of the masses within the context of reality, and it can be said to have its own pur-
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pose and even its own evolutionary progression. Mass consciousness relies, to a degree,

on fear and faith in the creation of that reality in much the same way an individual enti-

ty might. There are, then, mass fears, fears that are part of a particular group’s mass con-

scious creations. These mass fears are easily recognizable in the dragons, demons and

devils as well as the fear of Hell and related cultural legends, and today could even be

identified in allegories that express the fear of so-called evil-doers, villains invested by the

masses with either the intention or the ability to destroy your world. While the identi-

ties of these mass fears have evolved, they operate in a similar way in generating the cre-

ation of your mass reality. This second type of fear, mass fear, does impress itself on the

individual ego, and, to a degree, this depends on each individual. However the manner in

which mass fear implants itself in your reality is more subtle inasmuch as it sets the stage

in a way that biological fear does not.

Mass or universal fear, then, is a fear that can and does at many times and in many

instances create a backdrop for your physical lives. Imagine that universal fear is an impe-

tus for, a universal precursor of, your own fears. That is to say, universal fear (mass fear)

creates the war wherein nations and civilizations play out their own karmic and other

adventures in physical reality. Now if universal fear creates the war backdrop, when the

individual is faced with physical demise, biological fear creates an individual’s desire to

flee or fight in order to save the biological structure.

But something is missing here. What creates an individual’s desire to choose to join the

melee, to join his or her fellows in the fight? In this we distinguish between those caught

in the web of war and those who make conscious choices to join the proceedings of the

mass conscious effort, even though in the truest sense you cannot get caught anywhere

your higher self has not already chosen to be. Why do war and violence seem to touch

some directly when others are safe and sound in the midst of such great suffering? Surely

no one believes at this point that it is a matter of luck and circumstance. Why might you

desire to join in? Free will, of course, is the reason. But why would you, smart as you
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might seem, choose fear? Or is that just a subjective interpretation? The answer is not

as simple as it may appear. You might choose fear because it is directly related to your

own lesson, and by so choosing, you might be actually experiencing the positive pole of

that lesson. You might be a so-called freedom fighter, for instance, and have the goal of

learning acceptance in choosing to fight the universal fear. You may actually be experi-

encing the life lesson of acceptance through “rejection” of the universal fear and the

“acceptance” of your own beliefs and self. In such a case, even though rejection may

seem like a negative, it has actually transformed into a positive in this scenario, and you

are learning your life lesson through the positive pole. In our example, then, the mass

fear, a negative, creates a backdrop against which a seemingly negative decision to join

the melee is actually a positive expression of your life lesson.

Once again, subjective notions of what is good, bad, positive, negative, right and wrong

do not apply to your higher self and should not apply to the rest of you either. As in our

example, whereas acceptance of others’ beliefs might be considered a positive goal gen-

erally, if you are that freedom fighter, the acceptance of others’ dictates and the rejec-

tion of your own beliefs would be the negative pole of your life lesson, and rejection of

any principles you find alien to your core beliefs would be the positive pole.

So, in many cases, universal fear is not a bogeyman. That is to say, although the oppo-

site of fear is faith, universal fear, as we have demonstrated, is sometimes a positive if it

is related to your Essence path. Then fear transforms itself into a positive, into faith,

even though in the eyes of your world it still looks like fear. Truly not only does it take

two, but it takes all kinds to tango, you might say.

This leads us to the third level of fear, which is Essence fear. It is not really fear at all,

because it is based on an impetus generated physically within your reality that compels

an entity to take or to remain on the path of Essence. Thus Essence fear is the fear by

the higher self of not being on the path of Essence. This third level of fear is the most
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